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An example of a wild strange attractor 

D. V. Turaev and L. P. Shil'nikov 

Abstract. It is proved that in the space of cr -smooth (r ~ 4) flows in !Rn (n ~ 4) 

there exist regions filled by systems that each have an attractor (here: a completely 
stable chain-transitive closed invariant set) containing a non-trivial basic hyperbolic 

set together with its unstable manifold, which has points of non-transversal inter
section with the stable manifold. A construction is given for such a wild attractor 
containing an equilibrium state of saddle-focus type. 

Bibliography: 22 titles. 

§ 1. Statement of the problem and main results 

In this paper we single out a class of dynamical systems with a strange attractor 
of a new type distinguished by the condition that it can contain a wild hyperbolic 
set (in the sense of [1]). Namely, we determine regions in the space of cr -smooth 
(r ~ 4) flows in !Rn (n ~ 4) that are filled by systems that each have an attractor 
(here this is a completely stable chain-transitive closed invariant set) containing 
a non-trivial basic hyperbolic set together with its unstable manifold, which has 
points of non-transversal intersection with the stable manifold. 

As shown in [1]-[5], the presence of a wild set causes highly non-trivial behaviour 
of the orbits. We show, in particular, that the attractor we construct can contain 
periodic orbits with non-transversal homoclinic curves, and the order of tangency 
of the stable and unstable manifolds along a homoclinic curve can be arbitrarily 
high. Since a description of the bifurcations of an nth-order tangency requires n 
independent parameters, the result means, in particular, that a complete description 
of the dynamics and bifurcations of the attractor constructed is impossible in any 
finite-parameter family. Another reflection of this property is that the attractor can 
contain non-hyperbolic periodic orbits of arbitrarily high orders of degeneracy in 
the non-linear terms. Moreover, it can simultaneously contain periodic orbits with 
different dimensions of the unstable manifolds (dim wu = 2 and dim wu = 3). 

Our construction is close to that of the geometric model of the Lorenz attrac
tor constructed in [6] and [7], with the difference that it is essentially non-three
dimensional and that here the equilibrium state is not a saddle but a saddle-focus. 
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Namely, let X be a cr-smooth (r ~ 4) flow in JR.n (n ~ 4) having an 
equilibrium state 0 of saddle-focus type whose characteristic exponents are 1, 
-"A± iw, -0:1, ... , -O:n-3, where 1 > 0, 0 <A< Reo:j, and w =f. 0. We assume 
that 

I> 2A (1) 

when one of the separatrices returns. This condition was introduced in [8], where, 
in particular, it was shown to be necessary in order that, in the case when the 
separatrix returns to the saddle-focus as t -+ +oo (forms a homoclinic loop), no 
stable periodic orbits can arise in a neighbourhood of the loop. 

Let us introduce coordinates (x,y,z) (x E JRI, y E 1R2 , z E lR.n- 3 ) so that 
the equilibrium state is at the origin of coordinates, the one-dimensional unstable 
manifold of the point 0 is tangent to the x-axis, and the (n - !)-dimensional 
stable manifold is tangent to the plane { x = 0}; further, the coordinates y1 and y2 

correspond to the leading exponents A± iw, while the coordinates of z correspond 
to the non-leading exponents a. 

We shall assume that the flow possesses a cross-section, say, the surface 
II= {IIYII = 1, llzll :::;; 1, lxl :::;; 1}. Since the stable manifold ws is tangent at 0 
to the surface {x = 0}, it is given locally by an equation of the form x = h 8 (y,z), 
where h 8 is some smooth function and h8 (0, 0) = 0. We suppose that such a rep
resentation is valid at least for (IIYII :::;; 1, llzll :::;; 1) and that lh 8

1 < 1. Thus, the 
surface II serves as a cross-section for ltJ~c' and the intersection of W1~c with II 
has the form II0 : x = h0 (cp, z), where tp is an angular coordinate, y1 = IIYII costp, 
Y2 = IIYII sintp, and ho is a smooth function with -1 < h0 < 1. By a change of 
coordinates we can make h0 = 0 and we shall assume that this is satisfied. 

We assume that all orbits starting on II \ II0 return to II, thereby determining 
the Poincare maps: T+: II+-+ II and T_: II_ -+II, where II+= II n {x > 0} and 
II_= II n {x < 0}. It is clear that if Pis a point on II with coordinates (x,cp,z), 
then 

lim T_(P) = P~, 
x-+-0 

where P!:_ and P~ are the points where the one-dimensional unstable separatrices 
of the point 0 intersect II. Correspondingly, we can extend the maps T + and T _ 
by continuity, so that 

(2) 

Obviously, the region 'D filled by the orbits starting on II (plus the point 0 and 
its separatrices) is an absorbing region for the system X in the sense that the orbits 
starting on 8'D enter 'D and remain there for all positive values of the time t. By 
construction, 'D is the cylinder {IIYII :::;; 1, llzll :::;; 1, lxl :::;; 1} with two attached 
handles enclosing the separatrices (Fig. 1). 

We assume that the (semi)flow in 'D is pseudohyperbolic. (Here it is more conve
nient for us to include in this concept a meaning stronger than the usual one [9].) 
Namely, we propose the following. 
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Figure 1 

Definition. A semiftow is said to be pseudohyperbolic if the following two condi
tions hold: 

(A) at each point of phase space the tangent space decomposes into a direct sum 
of subspaces N 1 and N2 depending continuously on the point, in an invari
ant way with respect to the linearized semiflow and so that the maximal 
Lyapunov exponent corresponding to N1 is strictly less than the minimal 
Lyapunov exponent corresponding to N2 , that is, for any point M and for 
any non-zero vectors u E N1 (M) and v E N2 (M) 

. 1 llutll . . 1 llvtll hmsup -In -
11

-
11 

< hmmf -In -
11

-
11 

, 
t~+oo t U t~+oo t V 

where Ut and Vt are the shifts of u and v by the semiftow, linearized along 
the orbit of M; 

(B) the linearized semiftow exponentially expands volume in restriction to N2 . 

The novelty here lies in the introduction of the condition (B), which guarantees 
the absence of stable periodic orbits. Generally speaking, the definition does not 
exclude the case when the maximal Lyapunov exponent corresponding to N 1 is 
everywhere non-negative: then the linearized semiflow is, a fortiori, expanding in 
restriction to N2 , and the condition (B) holds trivially. By contrast, this paper 
will take up the case when the linearized semiftow is exponentially contracting in 
restriction to N 1 , and here the condition (B) is essential. 

We remark that the property of being pseudohyperbolic is preserved under small 
smooth perturbations of the system: according to [9], the invariant decomposition 
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of the tangent space is preserved under small perturbations and the subspaces N1 

and N2 vary continuously. It is obvious that the property of exponential expansion 
of volumes in N2 is also stable under small perturbations. 

This definition is sufficiently broad; in particular, it includes hyperbolic flows, 
for which we can set (N1,N2) = (N 8 ,Nu EB No) or (N1,N2) = (N 8 EB N 0 ,Nu), 
where N 8 and Nu are the stable and unstable invariant subspaces, and No is the 
one-dimensional invariant subspace spanned by the phase velocity vector. The 
geometric model of the Lorenz attractor in (7] or [10] also relates to this class: here 
N 1 serves as the tangent to a contracting invariant foliation of codimension two, 
and the expansion of areas in the two-dimensional subspace N2 is ensured by the 
fact that the Poincare map is expanding in a direction transversal to the contracting 
foliation. 

In this article we assume that the subspace N 1 has codimension three, that is, 
dim N 1 = n - 3 and dim N2 = 3, and that for t ~ 0 the linearized flow is expo
nentially contracting on N 1 . Here the condition (A) means that even if contraction 
takes place for vectors in N2 , it is weaker than on N1 . To underscore the last 
circumstance, we say that N1 is the strongly contracting subspace, while N2 is the 
centre subspace, and we denote them by N 88 and Nc, respectively. In addition we 
assume that the coordinates (x, y, z) in ~n are introduced in such a way that at each 
point of the region 1) the space N 88 has non-zero projection on the z-coordinate 
space and Nc has non-zero projection on the (x, y)-coordinate space. 

We note that the requirements of being pseudohyperbolic are initially satisfied at 
the point 0: here N 88 coincides with the z-coordinate space and Nc with the (x, y)
coordinate space, and the condition (1) just ensures the expansion of volumes in the 
invariant (x, y)-subspace. These properties of the linearized flow are automatically 
inherited by the orbits in a small neighbourhood of 0. In essence, we have required 
that the properties be inherited in the large neighbourhood 1) of the point 0. 

According to [9], exponential contraction in N 88 implies the existence of an 
invariant contracting foliation N 88 with cr -smooth leaves tangent to N 88

. It can 
be shown similarly ([11], [12]) that this foliation is absolutely continuous. When the 
quotient by the leaves is taken, the region 1) becomes a branched three-dimensional 
manifold: since 1) is bounded, and since the quotient semiflow expands volume, the 
orbits of the quotient semiflow must obviously be pasted together on certain surfaces 
in order to stay bounded ( cf. [10]). 

The properties of pseudohyperbolicity and expansion of volumes are inherited in 
a natural way by the Poincare map T = (T +, T _) on the cross-section II. Here the 
following hold. 

(A*) There is a foliation with smooth leaves of the form (x,ip) = h(z)l-l::;:;z::;:;l, 

where the derivative h' (z) is uniformly bounded, and it has the following 

properties: it is invariant in the sense that T.+ 1 (l n T+(II+ U II0 )) and 

T~ 1 (l n T_(II_ U II0 )) are leaves of the foliation if l is a leaf (provided 
that they are non-empty sets), it is absolutely continuous in the sense that 
the projection map along leaves from one transversal of the foliation 
onto another transversal changes areas by a finite multiple, with the corre
sponding ratios of areas bounded away from infinity and zero, and it 
is contracting in the sense that if two points belong to a single leaf, 
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then the distance between their iterates under the action of the map T 

tends exponentially ~o zero.~ 
(B *) The quotient maps T + and T _ exponentially expand area. 

Satisfaction of the properties (A*) and (B*) and the relation (2) for the Poincare 

map T is sufficient for the validity of Theorems 1-3 below. As in (7], where an 

analogous result was proved for the Lorenz attractor, it is possible to establish 

conditions sufficient for (A*) and (B*) to hold. 

Lemma 1. Let the map T be written in the form 

(x, cp) = g(x, r.p, z), z = f(x, r.p, z), 

where the functions f and g are smooth for x =f- 0 and have discontinuities at x = 0: 

lim (g,f) = (x_,r.p_,z_) = P~, lim (g,f) = (x+,r.p+,z+) = P~. 
x-+-0 x-++0 

Suppose that 

Let 

If 

8g 
det 8 (x,r.p) =f- 0. 

A
_8f 8f ( 8g )-18g 
- 8z - 8(x, r.p) 8(x, r.p) 8z ' 

8f ( 8g )-1 
B = 8(x, r.p) 8(x, r.p) ' 

c- (~)-18g 
- 8(x,r.p) 8z' 

lim C = 0, 
x-+0 

sup JIIAIIIIDII + 
PEII\IIo 

D- __ g_ 
( 

8 ) -1 

- 8(x,r.p) 

lim IIAIIIIDII = o, 
x-+0 

sup IIBII sup IICII < 1, 
PEII\IIo PEII\IIo 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

then the map has a continuous invariant foliation of smooth leaves of the form 

(x,r.p) = h(z)l_ 1 ~ 2 ~ 1 , where the derivative h'(z) is uniformly bmmded. If, more-

over, 

sup IIAII + sup IIBII sup IICII < 1, (6) 
PEII\IIo PEII\IIo PEII\IIo 

then the foliation is contracting, and under the additional condition that for some 

(3>0 

the functions Alxl-,6, Dlxl,a, B, Care uniformly bounded and Holder, 

8 ln det D 8 ln det D ,a (7) 

8
z , 

8
(x, r.p) Dlxl are uniformly bounded, 

it is absolutely continuous. If, furthermore, 

sup IIBII sup IICII < 1, sup vdetD + 
PEII\IIo PEII\IIo PEII\IIo 

then the quotient map T expands area. 

(8) 
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We remark that, as follows from (8], in the case when the equilibrium state is a 
saddle-focus, the Poincare map can be written in the form 

(x, zp) = Q±(Y, Z), 

near II0 = II n ws for a suitable choice of coordinates. Here 

y = lxiP ( cos(fHn lxl + <p) 
- sin(nln lxl + <p) 

Z = lll2 (x, <p, z), 

sin(D ln lxl + 'P) ) lJ! 
cos(nln lxl + <p) + 1 (x, <p, z), 

where p = >-.h < ~ (see (1)), n = wh, and for some TJ > p 

0 :::::; p + lql :::::; r - 2; 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

the Q± and R± in (9) ("+" corresponds to x > 0, that is, to the map T+, and 
"-" corresponds to x < 0, that is, to the map T_) are smooth functions in a 
neighbourhood of (Y, Z) = 0 for which we can write the Taylor expansions 

(12) 

It is clear from (9)-(12) that if 0 is a saddle-focus satisfying (1), then T satisfies 
the conditions (4) and (7) with (3 E (p, ry) if a+ =/= 0 and a_ =/= 0. Moreover, 
analogues of the conditions (3), (5), (6), and (8) hold, where the supremum is 
taken not over lxl :::::; 1 but only over small x. It is not hard to extend the map (9), 
(10), (12) to the whole of II in such a way that the conditions of the lemma hold 
in entirety. For example, 

x = 0.9lxiP cos(ln lxl + <p), 

zp = 3lxiP sin(ln lxl + <p), 

z = (0.5 + 0.1zlxl'~) sgn x, 

where 0.4 = p < ry, is such a map. 

(13) 

As already noted, the expansion of volumes for the quotient semiflow imposes 
restrictions on the possible types of limit behaviour of the orbits. Namely, 'D cannot 
contain stable periodic orbits. What is more, any orbit in 'D has a positive Lyapunov 
exponent. Consequently, in this case we must speak of a strange attractor. 

We first recall some definitions and simple facts from topological dynamics (see, 
for example, (13] and [14] and the literature cited there). Let XtP be the shift 
of a point P along the orbit of the flow X during the time t. For given c > 0 
and 7 > 0 we define an ( c, 7) -orbit to be a sequence of points P1 , P2 , ... , Pk 
such that Pi+1 lies at a distance less than c from XtP; for some t > 7. A 
point Q is said to be (c, 7)-accessible from a point P if there exists an (c, 7)-orbit 
joining P and Q, and accessible from P if for some 7 > 0 it is (c, 7)-accessible 
from P for any r:; (this definition obviously does not depend on the choice of 7). 
A set C is accessible from a point P if it contains a point that is accessible from P. 
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A point Pis said to be chain-recurrent if it is accessible from XtP for any t. A closed 
invariant set C is said to be chain-transitive if, for any points P and Q in C and 
for any E > 0 and 7 > 0, C contains an (E, 7)-orbit joining P and Q. Obviously, all 
points of a chain-transitive set are chain-recurrent. 

A compact invariant set C is said to be orbitally stable if for any neighbourhood 
U of it there is a neighbourhood V(C) <::::: U such that the orbits starting in V do 
not leave U for t ~ 0. An orbitally stable set is said to be completely stable if 
for any neighbourhood U(C) there exist Eo > 0 and 7 > 0 and a neighbourhood 
V(C) <::::: U such that the (Eo, 7)-orbits starting in V do not leave U (it is clear that 
this is none other than stability with respect to constantly acting perturbations). 
It is known that a set C is orbitally stable if and only if C = n;1 Ui, where the 
Uj form a system of nested invariant open sets, and it is completely stable if and 
only if the sets Uj not only are invariant but also are absorbing regions (that is, 
orbits starting on 8Uj enter Uj in a time not exceeding some 7j; here it is obvious 
that (E, 7)-orbits starting On 8Uj always remain inside Uj if E is sufficiently small 
and 7 ~ Tj). Since a maximal invariant set (a maximal attract or) contained in 
each absorbing region is clearly asymptotically stable, every completely stable set 
either is asymptotically stable or is an intersection of countably many nested closed 
invariant asymptotically stable sets. 

Returning to the original system X, we define the attractor of the system to 
be the set A of points accessible from the equilibrium state 0 (in particular, A 
contains the separatrices of 0 and their closure). The specific choice of the set A is 
due to the fact that, as shown in the next section, A is chain-transitive, completely 
stable, and accessible from any point of the absorbing region TI; moreover, A is the 
unique chain-transitive completely stable set in TI, and it is the intersection of all 
the completely stable invariant subsets of TI (Theorems 1 and 2). 

These assertions follow mainly from the fact that points asymptotic to 0 as 
t -+ +oo are dense in TI (that is, the stable manifold of 0 is dense in TI) (Lemma 2), 
which follows in turn from the fact that the quotient of the Poincare map T with 
respect to the leaves of the contracting foliation expands areas. We note that an 
analogous property holds for the Lorenz attractor, too. Also, by analogy with the 
Lorenz attractor, we show (Theorem 3) that the number of connected components 
of the intersection of the attractor A with the cross-section is bounded, and we give 
for the number of components an estimate that is analogous to the estimate for the 
number of lacunae in the Lorenz attractor [7]. 

This estimate is important for the proof of Theorem 4, where we construct a 
wild set contained in the attractor A. That theorem is our main result. 

We remark that the wild set in Theorem 4 is determined in a completely con
structive way. For this we introduce the extra assumption that the system X has a 

homoclinic loop of the saddle-focus 0 (Fig. 2). More precisely, we consider a one
parameter family X" of the form described and we assume that for fJ = 0 there is a 
homoclinic loop, that is, one of the separatrices returns to the point 0 as t -+ +oo. 
The systems with a homoclinic loop form bifurcation surfaces of codimension 1 in 
the space of dynamical systems and it can be assumed without loss of general
ity that for fJ = 0 the family X" intersects the corresponding surface transversally. 

Theorem 4 asserts that fJ = 0 is an accumulation point of a sequence of intervals 6.i 
such that for fJ E 6.i the attractor A" contains a wild set and, further, for any 
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~ 0--·. ·--0--
t~t;._, 

Figure 2 

II* E ~i the attractor A of any system close to X~". in the cr -topology also con
tains a wild set. 

The proof of the theorem is based on the following arguments. It is well known 
that a neighbourhood of a homoclinic loop of a saddle-focus contains a non-trivial 
transitive hyperbolic set A [15]. This is a non-closed set, and its closure contains 
the equilibrium state 0. Further, it is clear that any point of A is accessible 
from 0, and thus A lies in the attractor for II = 0. Since A is non-closed, it is 
not entirely preserved under small changes of II, though its closed invariant subsets 
are preserved, of course. These are basic hyperbolic sets, they are unstable, and 
they are bounded away from the point 0. Nevertheless, we explicitly single out 
a subset which we can prove (Lemmas 3 and 4) belongs to the attractor for all 
small II > 0 (here positive values of II correspond to an inwards splitting of the 
loop) and for all systems close to X'" for II > 0. In the spirit of [8] we next 
show that II = 0 is an accumulation point (from the positive side) of values II= IIi 
corresponding to a homoclinic tangency of the invariant manifolds of a periodic orbit 
in the indicated subset (Lemma 5). On the basis of [16], this implies the existence 
now not of isolated values II but of intervals on which the given subset is wild 
(that is, for each II in such an interval its unstable manifold has points of tangency 
with the stable manifold, and this property is preserved under small perturbations 
of the system). This concludes the proof of the theorem. We remark that the 
use of results from [16] requires the verification of a nu~ber of non-degeneracy 
conditions for a homoclinic tangency when II= IIii this is done in Lemma 5. Results 
analogous to [16] are proved also in [17] under the additional assumption that there 
is a sufficiently smooth linearization for the Poincare map in a neighbourhood 
of a periodic orbit whose invariant manifolds have a homoclinic tangency. In our 
case, however, verifying this condition would be difficult and would possibly require 
additional restrictions on the spectrum of the non-leading characteristic exponents 
o:i of 0, and this is not related to the essence of the matter. 

With regard to the generic case when the separatrices of 0 do not form a loop, 
we remark that, as follows from the denseness of the stable manifold in 'I>, the 
separatrices of 0 :tre non-wandering orbits, and hence it is natural to suppose that 
they can be closed by a small perturbation. A similar problem arose already in the 
case of the Lorenz map, and it was overcome by using the specific nature of the 
Poincare map. At the present time we have a very important lemma of Hayashi [18] 
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that also permits this problem to be solved. Therefore, here we have the following 

result. 

Assertion. Systems with a homoclinic loop of the saddle-focus 0 are dense in 

the C 1 -topology in the class of systems under consideration. 

As already mentioned, the existence of non-transversal homoclinic orbits in the 

attractor leads to very non-trivial dynamics. For instance, using results in [4] 

and [5], we deduce from Theorem 4 that systems whose attractor contains non 

-transversal homoclinic orbits of arbitrarily high order of tangency are dense in 

the regions constructed in the space of dynamical systems (Theorem 5), as are 

systems whose attractor contains non-hyperbolic periodic orbits of arbitrarily high 

order of degeneracy (Theorem 6). As a special case of Theorem 6 we can see that 

for the family Xtt the values of f..L for which the attractor of the system contains a 

periodic orbit of saddle-saddle type together with its three-dimensional unstable 

manifold are dense in the intervals ~i constructed in Theorem 4 and, correspond

ingly, for these values of f..L the topological dimension of the attractor is equal to 

three (Theorem 7). The latter means, in particular, that the given class of systems 

provides an example of so-called hyperchaos. 

§ 2. Preliminary description of the 
attractor of a pseudohyperbolic flow 

In this section we define the attractor of the system X and give an estimate of 

the number of connected components of its intersection with the cross-section IT 

(analogous to the estimate of the number of lacunae in the Lorenz at tractor [7]). 

Definition. We define the attractor of the system to be the set A of points acces

sible from the equilibrium state 0. 

This definition is justified by the following theorem. 

Theorem 1. The set A is chain-transitive, completely stable, and accessible from 

any point of the absorbing region 'D. 

The stability of A follows immediately from the definition: it is known that for 

any initial point (and for the point 0, in particular) the set of points accessible 

from it is completely stable (a system of absorbing regions is formed by the sets of 

points that are (Ej, T)-accessible from the initial point, with arbitrary Ej -t +0 and 

T > 0). 
To prove the remaining part of the theorem we note the following result. 

Lemma 2. The points asymptotic to 0 as t -t +oo are dense in 'D (in other words, 

the stable manifold of 0 is dense in 'D). 

Indeed, we take an arbitrary point on IT and let U be an arbitrary neighbourhood 

of it. If U did not intersect the inverse images of the surface IT0 = W1~c n IT, 

then for all i the map Ti I u would be continuous, and for the srts Ti U the areas 

of the projections on z = 0 along the leaves of the invariant foliation would grow 

exponentially (in view of the property (B)), which contradicts the houndedness of IT. 

Thus, the inverse images of IT0 (and this is the intersection of the stable manifold 
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of 0 with the cross-section IT) are dense in IT, and hence the stable manifold of 0 
is dense in 'D. 

It follows at once from Lemma 2 that the point 0 is accessible from any point 
in 'D. In particular, for any points P and Q in A the point 0 is accessible from P, 
while Q is accessible from 0 by the definition of the set A. Thus, Q is accessible 
from P, and for the proof of the chain transitivity of A it remains to show that 
the (c:, T)-orbits joining P and Q can be selected to be contained in A. The latter, 
however, follows from the complete stability of A: as follows from the definition, for 
any J > 0 an (c:, T)-orbit joining P and Q does not leave the J-neighbourhood of A 
if c: is sufficiently small, and hence this orbit can be approximated by an ( c:', T )-orbit 
lying entirely in A, where c:' can even be larger than c:, though clearly c:' --t 0 as 
c: --t 0 and J --t 0. 

It follows from Theorem 1 that A is the smallest completely stable set in 'D: 
since any completely stable set must contain all the points accessible from any one 
of its points, Theorem 1 implies that any completely stable set in 'D must contain 
0 and together with it the set A. Thus, A is the intersection of all the completely 
stable sets in 'D. 

The next theorem shows that A is the unique chain-transitive completely stable 
set in 'D. 

Theorem 2. Any orbitally stable set in 'D containing points outside A contains 
points that are not chain-recurrent. 

Proof. Since the stable manifold of 0 is dense in 'D, 0 obviously belongs to any 
orbitally stable subset of 'D. A connected component of an orbitally stable set is 
itself orbitally stable, so each such set contains 0 and thus any orbitally stable 
subset of 'D is connected. Let C be such a set and suppose that P E C and 
P tJ. A. Because A is completely stable, there is an absorbing region U containing 
A and not containing P. Since 0 belongs to A and to C, we have obtained that C 
contains both interior points of U and points outside U. The set C is connected, 
so it contains at least one point on aU; but as we have already pointed out, the 
(c:, T)-orbits starting on aU always remain inside u at a finite distance from aU 
for sufficiently small c: and sufficiently large T, that is, there are no chain-recurrent 
points on aU. 

The next theorem carries the result in part 1 of Theorem 1.5 in [7] over to 
the multidimensional case and gives a description of the partition into connected 
components of the intersection of the attractor A and the cross-section IT; we use 
this in the proof of Theorem 4. We denote by q > 1 the coefficient of area expansion 
by the quotient map (T): if Vis a connected region in IT disjoint from IT0 , then 

S(TV) > qS(V), (14) 

where S denotes the area of the projection of the region on the surface { z = 0} 
along leaves of the invariant foliation. According to (B*), q > 1. Moreover, since 
S(IT) = 2S(IT+) and TIT+ CIT, it follows that S(TIT+)/S(IT+) < 2 and hence 

1 < q < 2. 
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We denote the separatrices of 0 by r+ and r- and we let {Pf} be the points 

of successive intersection of r± and II. These sequences can be infinite or finite; 

the latter happens if the corresponding separatrix forms a loop (returns to 0 as 

t-+ +oo). 

Theorem 3. The number N of connected components of the set An II is finite 

and satisfies the estimate 

2 :( N < 2+ lln~q-1)1_ 
nq 

(15) 

Each connected component contains at least one of the points pi±. Furthermore, 

for some integers N+ ? 1 and N_ ? 1 such that N+ + N_ = N and 

(16) 

the set A n II can be represented in the form 

An II= At U · · · U At+ U A1 U · · · U A]V_, (17) 

where At and Ai are the components containing the respective points Pt and pi-. 

In this formula all the components At are distinct, 

and 

At n ITo = 0 for i < N+, 

At+ niio -:f. 0, 

Ai n ITo = 0 for i < N-, 

A]V_ n ITo -:f. 0, 

T+((A]V_ uAt+)n(II+UIIo)) =At, 

T_((A]V_ uAt)n(II_UIIo)) =A1, 

(18) 

(19) 

Proof. Since the set A is orbitally stable, it can be represented as the intersection 

of a sequence of nested invariant regions. Correspondingly, the set An II is an 

intersection of nested neighbourhoods that are invariant with respect to the positive 

iterates of the map T. Let U be one of these regions: An II C U, TU ~ U. We 

can remove from U the connected components not containing points in A n II, 
whereupon U remains an invariant set. And since An II is compact, only finitely 

many components remain in U. Let 11;+ and 11;- be the components of U containing 

Pt and pi-, respectively. Since Pt E T+(II+ U ITo) and P 1- E T_(II_ U IIo) and 

since the sets T +(II+ U II0 ) and T _(II_ U II0 ) are bounded away from each other, 

vl+ and vl- are distinct. 
We remark that since TU ~ U and T is continuous on II \ II0 , it follows that if 

some component of U is disjoint from II0 , then its image lies entirely inside some 

other component (or coincides with it). More precisely, if a point P1 and the point 

Pz = T PI belong to the respective components vl and Vz and if vl n ITo = 0' then 

TVI ~ Vz. But if vl intersects ITo' then Vz = vl+ or Vz = vl-' depending on whether 
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P2 = T+P1 or P2 = T_P1 (this follows from the fact that T+(II0 ) = Pt E V/ 
and T_(II0 ) = P 1- E V1-). Thus, if {PJ} is some orbit ofT, and the Vj are 
the components of U containing the Pj, then TkVj ~ VJ+k for k ;? 1 if all the 
components Vj, ... , VJ+k-l are disjoint from II0 . But if Vj nii0 =f. 0 for some j, then 
each component with index greater than j coincides with one of the components V:±. 

We now show that there are no connected components of U other than the 
sets V:±. Suppose that some component V does not contain any points pi±. 
By definition, V contains at least one point P in A. Since A n II is invari
ant, that is, it consists of entire orbits, it then contains the reverse semiorbit 
P0 ::::: P, P-1, P_2, ... (TP_(J+l) = p_J) of P. Let Vo ::::: V, V-1, V_ 2 , ... be the 
sequence of connected components containing the points P-J· By assumption, 
V does not coincide with any of the components V:±, so the Vj do not intersect II0 , 

and TV_(J+l) ~ V_J for j = 0, ... , oo. Because U only has finitely many compo
nents, the sequence V_J must be periodic, that is, V = V_k for some k > 0. This 
would mean that Tk is continuous on V and TkV ~ V, which is impossible, since 
S(V) > qkS(V) by virtue of area expansion by the quotient map (see (14)). Thus, 
the set U is exhausted by the components V:±. 

Since T Pi~l = pi+ and T Pi-=_l = pi-, it follows that TV:'!: 1 ~ V:± as long as 
V:'!: 1 n II0 = 0. As we pointed out (Lemma 2), the inverse images of the line II0 

are dense in II. In particular, they intersect V1+ and V1-. This means that some 
iterates of the regions V/ and V1- intersect II0 . Consequently, there are integers 
N+(U) ;? 1 and N_(U) ;? 1 such that v:+(U) and VN_(U) intersect Ilo and the 
components V:± with smaller indices do not intersect II0 . Thus, 

and 

v:+ n II0 = 0 for i < N+(u), 

v:+(u) n ITo :f. 0, 

v:-nrr0 =0 for i<N-(U), 

v;_(u) n ITo :f. 0, 

T+ ((V,V_(u) U v:+(u)) n (II+ U ITo)) ~ V/, 

T_((VN_(U) U v:+(u)) n (II- U Ilo)) ~ V1-, 

v:- ~ ri- 1 V1- for i < N-(u), 

It follows from (21) that 

u = v1+ u .. · u v:+(u) u V1- u ·. · u v;_cur 

We show that N+(U) and N_(U) satisfy the inequality 

q-N+(U) + q-N_(U) > 1. 

Indeed, it is clear that 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

S((V,V_(u) U v:+(U)) niT+);? s+::::: max{S(V,V_(U) n II+),S(V:+(u) n II+)}, 

S((V,V_ (U) u v:+(U)) n rr_) :? s- =max{ S(V,V_(U) n IJ_), scv:+(U) n II_)} 
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(recall that S denotes the area of the projection on the surface { z = 0} along the 
leaves of the invariant foliation). Hence, using (21) and (14), 

s(v- ) > qN-(uJs-N_(u) , 

Since S(VN"_(u)) ::;; s- + s+ and S(VN"+(u))::;; s- + s+, we get that 

s
q-N-(u) > -:::----::--7"" s- +S+' 

which implies (23). 
It clearly follows from (23) that the number of connected components of U is 

finite and bounded above by a constant independent of U: 

(24) 

Since the neighbourhood U is arbitrarily close to An II, this implies that the number 
of connected components of An II is also finite. Correspondingly, if U is sufficiently 
close to An II, then each component of U contains exactly one component of An II. 
The relations (15)-(18) now follow from (20)-(24), and, moreover, 

T+((AN-_ UAJt;.+)n(II+UIIo)) ~At, 

T_((AN-_ uAJt;.+) n (II_ UIIo)) ~A!, (25) 

The set An II is invariant with respect toT: TAn II= An II. From this and the 
fact that Tis a homeomorphism of the set II\ II0 onto its image T+II+ U T_II_ it 
follows that the image of any connected component of An II disjoint from II0 is also 
a connected component of A n II. For the components intersecting II0 the union 
of the images of their intersections with II+ U II0 makes up At, while the union of 
the images of their intersections with II_ U II0 makes up A!. Thus, in (25) we can 
replace the inclusion sign by equality and this yields (19). Since At and A1 are 
distinct, we now get that all the components in (17) are distinct. The proof of the 
theorem is complete. 

It is clear from the proof that the theorem remains valid for an arbitrary invariant 
orbitally stable set in 'D. We remark also that in proving Theorems 1-3 we did not 
use at all the fact that the equilibrium state 0 is a saddle-focus, that is, they 
remain true also under the condition that 0 is a saddle, provided only that there 
is an invariant foliation and that the quotient map expands areas. Here it is not 
essential that the foliation has codimension two: Theorems 1- 3 remain true also in 
the general case when T has an invariant absolutely continuous contracting foliation 
of codimension k ~ 1 and the quotient map expands k-dimensional volumes. The 
Lorenz attractor (k = 1 and 0 a saddle) is thus included in this scheme. 
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§ 3. Construction of a wild attractor 

In this section we prove our main result. Let us return to the case when 0 is 
a saddle-focus and the contracting foliation has codimension two. We show that 
in this case the attractor A can contain a wild hyperbolic set. In particular, this 
means that it is different from the Lorenz attractor (and from other well-known 
attractors). 

We take a one-parameter family X" of systems of this form and assume that 
for J-l = 0 there is a homoclinic loop of the saddle-focus 0, that is, one of the 
separatrices (say r +) returns to 0 as t--+ +oo (Fig. 2). In other words, we assume 
that for p = 0 the family X" intersects the bifurcation surface of systems with a 
homoclinic loop of a saddle-focus in the space of dynamical systems and we suppose 
that the intersection is transversal. Transversality means that as p varies the loop 
splits and that if M is the index of the last point where the separatrix r + intersects 
the cross-section for p = 0 (PJtr E II0 for p = 0), then the distance from Ptf to II0 

varies 'at a non-zero rate' as p varies. We choose the sign of p so that Ptf E II+ 
for J-l > 0 (respectively, Ptf E II_ for J-l < 0). 

Theorem 4. There is a sequence of intervals Lli accumulating at fL = 0 such that 
for J-l E Lli the attract or A" contains a wild set (a non-trivial transitive closed 
hyperbolic set whose unstable manifold has points of tangency with the stable mani
fold). Further, for any p* E Lli the attractor A of any system close to X". in the 
cr -topology also contains a wild set. 

Proof. By our condition, for p = 0 the separatrix r + intersects II at finitely many 
points P/ and the last point Ptf belongs to II0 . Without loss of generality it can 
be assumed th~t the number M is sufficiently large. Namely, for all small p the 
quotient map T expands areas and it is clear that the expansion coefficient q is 
bounded below by a constant independent of p. Correspondingly, by Theorem 3 
the number of connected components of the attractor in the intersection with the 
cross-section II is bounded above by a constant N independent of fL and we shall 
assume below that the number M of points of intersection is at least N + 1. This 
condition is not a restriction, because according to [19] a homoclinic loop of a 
saddle-focus can be split in such a way as to result in a loop of arbitrarily many 
circuits with respect to the original loop. More precisely, surfaces corresponding to 
homoclinic loops of arbitrarily many circuits accumulate at the bifurcation surface 
corresponding to a homoclinic loop of a saddle-focus. The family X", which is 
transversal to the surface corresponding to the original loop, remains transversal 
to all C 1-close surfaces. Correspondingly, if for p = 0 the number M of points 
of intersection of the loop r + with II is less than N + 1, then by an arbitrarily 
small change in p it is possible to get a loop for which M ~ N + 1 (and the family 
X" remains transversal to the corresponding bifurcation surface). Therefore, after 
proving the theorem for such loops, we automatically obtain the statement of the 
theorem also in the general case. 

As is known [15], in any small neighbourhood of a homoclinic loop of a saddle
focus there are countably many single-circuit (that is, homotopic to the loop in 
the given neighbourhood) saddle periodic orbits (in general this assertion holds 
only under certain additional conditions of general position, which, however, 
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hold automatically in our case; see below). Each of these orbits intersects a small 
cross-section transversal to the loop at a single point (we take a small neighbourhood 
of II0 = W1~c n II in II as such a cross-section). The given orbits £ 1 , £ 2 , ... can be 
numbered in such a way that the intersection points R 1 , R 2 , ... will lie at a distance 
dist(Rk, W1~J ,...., C exp( -!.ffk) from W1~c' where Cis some constant (recall that the 
characteristic exponents of the saddle-focus are"(, -A.± iw, -0:1, ... , -o:n_3 , where 
"( > 0, 0 <A.< Reo:j, and w ::/; 0). 

It is shown in [15] that on a cross-section it is possible to single out 'strips' 
accumulating at the intersection of the cross-section with W1~c: neighbourhoods 
a 1 , a2 ,. . . of the respective points R 1 , R 2 ,. . . such that for f-L = 0 and for any 
p' > p = A.h there exists a k such that for any i ? k the image of the strip ai 

under the action of the Poincare map (in our case this is the map T' = TM, where M 
is the number of points of intersection of the loop with II) regularly intersects all the 
strips with indices i ? p'i. Here "regularly" means that the intersection T'a; n a1 
is connected and the map T'l,.,nr•-,,.

1 
is a saddle map in the sense of [20]. This 

means [15] that in a small neighbourhood of the loop there is a hyperbolic invariant 
set A that is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of all possible two-sided 
infinite sequences of integers {is} satisfying the conditions is? k and isH ? p'is= 
corresponding to a sequence {is} is an orbit whose successive points of intersection 
with the cross-section lie in the strips with indices {is}· In particular, the sequence 
{ ... iiiiii ... } corresponds to the single-circuit periodic orbit Li. 

It should be noted that the set A is not closed - its closure contains the equilib
rium state 0, the separatrix r+, and orbits in the stable manifold. For an arbitrary 
integer k ? k we single out in A the closed subset Ak corresponding to the sequences 
{is} satisfying the condition is :::;; k. Since for each fixed k the set Ak is bounded 
away from w,~c' this is a closed hyperbolic set, and hence it is preserved for all 
small f-L (and depends continuously on f..L). We have the following result. 

Lemma 3. There exists a C such that ifk is sufficiently large and k? k, then the 
set Ak is preserved for all f-L with 

lf-LI < Cexp(-7k). (26) 

To simplify the notation we denote by AM the set Ak corresponding to the smallest 
k for which (26) holds. The arguments used to prove Lemma 3 involve maps close 
to the homoclinic loop of the saddle-focus and are not connected with the specific 
nature of the given problem. By contrast, the following result makes essential use 
of Theorem 3 and the assumption that the homoclinic loop has sufficiently many 
circuits. 

Lemma 4. For all small f-L ? 0 the set AM belongs to the attract or- AM. 

We remark that for each fixed f-L the set AM is a closed hyperbolic set and therefore 
it is preserved under small perturbations of the system. It becomes clear from the 
proof of Lemma 4 that this set remains in the attractor for all sufficiently close 
systems. 

The unstable manifold of the hyperbolic set AM also belongs to the attractor 
(in view of its complete stability). We prove the theorem by showing that the 
intervals of values of f-L (Newhouse regions) for which the set AM is wild accumulate 
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at f.L = 0 (from the positive side), that is, its unstable manifold is tangent to its 
stable manifold. According to [16], for this it suffices to show that f.L = 0 is an 

accumulation point of a sequence of positive values of f.L such that the unstable 
manifold of some periodic orbit in Al-L is tangent in a non-degenerate way to its 
stable manifold (we make more precise the non-degeneracy conditions below). As 
such a periodic orbit we choose the single-circuit orbit L 1 E Al-L. The desired result 
follows directly from the next two lemmas. 

Lemma 5. There is a sequence f.l,j -t +0 such that for f.L = f.l,j the family XJ-L 
intersects transversally the bifurcation surface on which the separatrix f + falls on 
the stable manifold of the orbit Lj E Al-L and further, the unstable manifold of Lj 
intersects W 8 

( 0) transversally. 

Lemma 6. There are values of f.L arbitrarily close to f.L = f.l,j such that the stable 
and unstable manifolds of the saddle periodic orbit have a non-degenerate tangency. 

We proceed to proofs of Lemmas 3-6. Lemmas 3, 5, and 6 are proved by com
putations analogous to those in [8] and [15]; therefore we leave out the details and 
confine ourselves to the scheme. By our condition, the separatrix f + forms a homo
clinic loop for f.L = 0: P}j (the Mth point of intersection off+ with II) lies on II0 . 

We remark that this loop satisfies the general position conditions in [15]. One of 
these conditions is that the separatrix goes to 0 (as t -t +oo) while being tangent 
to the leading plane, that is, it does not lie in the strongly stable invariant manifold 
of 0. We remark that the strongly stable manifold is the unique (n-3)-dimensional 
smooth invariant manifold passing through 0 and tangent at 0 to the eigenspace 
corresponding to the non-leading characteristic exponents -ai· In our case the leaf 
of the foliation J\f88 passing through 0 is such a manifold. By assumption, it has 
the form (x, y) = h88 (z) and does not intersect the cross-section II. so f + cannot 
lie in it. Another general position condition is formulated in [15] as the condition 
that a certain quantity be non-zero, and is equivalent (see [21]) to the existence 
of a strongly contracting foliation in a neighbourhood of the loop; in our case this 
condition is satisfied by assumption. We note that, as follows from [21] and [22], 
the given general position conditions ensure that for all small11 the system has in 
a neighbourhood of the loop an invariant three-dimensional C1-manifold MI-L that 
is transversal to the foliation :N88 and that contains all the orbits that remain in a 
small neighbourhood of the loop as t -t -oo. 

According to [8], in suitable coordinates the Poincare map T' = TM I rr+ can be 

written near II0 in the form 

x = x* +a' xP sin(D ln x + t.p - t.p*) + 1j;1 (x, t.p, z, f.L), 

((! = t.p * + b1 xP COS ( fl ln X + t.p - t.p * + {)) + 1/!2 (X, t.p, Z, f.L) , 

z = z* + 1j;3 (x, t.p, z, f.L), 

(27) 

where ( x*, t.p*, z*) are the coordinates of Pf:j, a', b', and () are certain quantities, 
and 

0 :(; p + lql :(; r- 2, (28) 
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for some ry > p. All the constants in (27) depend on f-1· By our condition, Pjj E II0 

(that is, x* = 0) for 1-1 = 0. The transversality of the family X~" to the bifurcation 

surface corresponding to homoclinic loops means that o:* I =1- 0. Without loss 
uf-1 J"=O 

of generality we can let 
x* = f-1· (29) 

We observe that coordinates in which the representation (27), (28) is valid can 
be introduced in such a way that in the restriction to w,~c the derivative iJ is 
independent of z (see [8]). Therefore, the leaves of the invariant foliation :Nss in 
the intersection with w,~c have the form { 'P = canst}. From this it is obvious that 
the in variance of the foliation :Nss n II with respect to the map (T') -l is equivalent 

to the condition 
a' =1- 0, b' =1- 0, cos() =1- 0. (30) 

The fixed points ofT' are found from the condition (x = x, (j5 = if, z = z). 
Consequently, in this case the last two equations of the system (27) can be used 
to express 'P and z as functions of x and 1-1 for small x and 1-1 (see (27)-(30)), after 
which the equation in the coordinate x takes the form 

x = 1-1 + a'xP sin(Olnx) + o(xP). 

For 1-1 = 0 we have for the fixed point Rj that 

Xj = exp( -w) + o(exp( -w )) (31) 

and 
'PJ = 'P* +o(exp(-?Jf)), Zj = z* + o(exp( -w )), (32) 

where ( x J, 'PJ, ZJ) are the coordinates of the fixed point and the index j runs through 

all natural numbers beginning with some sufficiently large k. Obviously, the rela
tions (31) and (32) remain valid also in the case 1-1 =1- 0 if f-1exp(¥/-) is sufficiently 
small. The multipliers of the fixed point can be estimated as follows: 

VI "' ( -l)j a'f1xri, 

( ) 
· I p COS (} p 

v2 "'- -1 1 b -n-xj' 

Vm = o(xj), rn = 3, ... , n - 1. (33) 

We note that VI is the only multiplier greater than 1 in absolute value, and the 
others are interior to the unit disc. Therefore, the unstable manifold of the point Rj 
is one-dimensional and the stable manifold (n-2)-dimensional (correspondingly, the 
single-circuit periodic orbit Lj intersecting II at Rj has a two-dimensional unstable 
manifold and an (n- I)-dimensional stable manifold). 

To find the stable manifold WJ of Rj we proceed as follows. We take a small 
piece of the surface x = x J containing Rj and consider its inverse image with respect 
to the map r-I. According to (27)-(32), it can be represented in the form 

sin(nlnx+'P-'P*)=O(Xj +£.+x'1-P) 
xP xP 
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if x is sufficiently small. We assume that 

x < 2 exp(- ;k), 

where k is sufficiently large. Also, if xis not too small, namely, if x1jxP and fL/xP 
are small, then the equation of the given surface takes the form 

nlnx = -1fj- 'f! + cp* + o(Xj + !!__ + x1J-p) 
xP xP 

or 
x = exp(- 'fH£~+11') )(1 + ... ), (34) 

where the dots stand for a function of cp and fL that is small together with its 
derivatives up to order r - 2. As we noted, the representation is valid if x, x1 / xP, 
and 1-LfxP are sufficiently small, that is, on the region of values of cp 

1fk < 'P - cp* + 1fj < 1fk, (35) 

where k is an arbitrary sufficiently large integer independent of j and fL, and k can 
be chosen to be much larger than j under the condition that 

11-LI exp(-1fk) and exp(IT(pk- j)) are small (36) 

(the last condition can be satisfied fork much greater than j because p < 1). Using 
the formulae (27)-(32), we can verify that the inverse image under r- 1 of a small 
piece of this surface containing the fixed point R1 can be represented in the very 
same form on the very same interval of values of cp. The same remains valid for all 
successive iterates, and the quantity o(1) in (34) stays uniformly small. Since the 
manifold WJ is the limit of a sequence of such iterates, we get as a result that on the 
region (35), (36) the stable manifold of the point R1 is given by the equation (34). 

For the unstable manifold Wl of R1 it is possible to show (by taking the image 
of a small piece of the line cp = 'Pj and estimating the correction for the successive 
iterates) that it is cr-2-close to the spiral determined by a parametric relation of 
the form 

x = 1-L - a' exp(- f'lu) sin u, 

cp = cp* + b' exp(- f'lu) cos( -u + ()), (37) 
z = z* 

on the region corresponding to the parameter values u > 1r p' j, where p' > p (and 
can be chosen arbitrarily close top), under the condition that j is sufficiently large 
and 11-LI exp( f'lj) is small. We remark that the spiral winds onto the point Pjj and 
intersects II0 transversally. It is clear from the formulae (34)-(37) that w1u has 
points of transversal intersection with W/ for i > p' j. In particular, there are 
points of transversal intersection of Wl with WJ, and hence the points R1 are 
included in a non-trivial hyperbolic set. 

We choose a small ~ > 0 and consider the neighbourhoods 

CYj: ef. < X exp( 1f) exp( '~'--;_<£*) exp( arcta~(rl/p)) < en-f., I'P - cp* I < 7r 
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of the points Rj (informally speaking, we have excluded from consideration the 

values of x corresponding to extrema of the function xP sin( n ln x)). Using the 

formulae (27) and (28) we can verify that for f-l = 0 and for any p' > p there 

exists a k such that for any i ?:: k the image of the strip crj under the action 

of T' intersects regularly all the strips with indices i ?;: p' i in the sense that the 

intersection T'crj ncri is connected and the map T'l,.;nT'_ 1 ,., is a saddle map in the 

sense of [20] (it is strongly expanding with respect to the coordinate x and strongly 

contracting with respect to the coordinates (cp, z)). 

Let { Ps} ~~!~ be an orbit of T' lying entirely in the union of strips U~"k cr i: 

Ps E crj,. We call the sequence {is}~~!~ a coding of the given orbit. By the lemma 

on a sequence of saddle maps [20], to each coding satisfying the conditions is ?;: k 
and is+I ?;: p'is there corresponds precisely one orbit with that coding. The union 

of all such orbits forms a hyperbolic invariant set A that contains, in particular, all 

the points Rj· It is not hard to verify that, as before, for f-l ::/:- 0 the image of the 

strip cri intersects the strips cri with i > p'i regularly if lf-ll exp(fli) is sufficiently 

small, and this gives us the statement of Lemma 3 by virtue of the lemma on a 

sequence of saddle maps [20]. 

To prove Lemma 5 it suffices to observe that the desired values f-li "" exp(-1f) 
for which the point YjJ falls on the stable manifold of Rj can be found with the help 

of the formula (34), where in place of x and cp one should substitute the coordinates 

of YjJ: f-l and cp*, respectively. Since p < 1, it follows that f-li exp( ;¥) is small and 

the approximation (34) is indeed applicable for w;. 
To prove Lemma 6 we note that, because the unstable manifold Wl has the 

form of a spiral winding onto the point PiJ, there are values of f-l near f-li for which 

Wl is tangent to WJ. We can see from (34) and (37) by a direct check that the 

tangency is quadratic and that this tangency splits in a generic way as f-l varies. 

We must also verify the additional conditions of non-degeneracy that are necessary 

for using Theorem 2 in [16], namely, that near the values of f-l corresponding to a 

homoclinic tangency there are intervals of values of f-l for which the corresponding 

hyperbolic set is wild. 
We remark that the fixed point Rj has (see (33)) exactly one multiplier (v2 ) 

closest to the unit circle from inside (that is, Rj is a saddle of type (1, 1) in the 

terminology of [16]). Here only one multiplier lies outside the unit disc. In this 

case the non-degeneracy conditions reduce to two requirements: the orbit of the 

homoclinic tangency must not lie in the non-leading manifold of Rj, and everywhere 

at the points of that orbit the extended unstable manifold wr of Ri must be 

transversal to the strongly stable foliation of the stable manifold. Locally, the non

leading manifold W J" is a smooth invariant manifold tangent at Ri to the eigenspace 

corresponding to the non-leading multipliers v3 , ... , Vn· In our case the leaf of 

the foliation N 88 n II passing through Rj is just such a manifold and therefore it 

coincides locally with wr (by the uniqueness of the latter). It is known that the 

non-leading manifold of the fixed point is included in the strongly stable invariant 

foliation and since this foliation is uniquely determined everywhere on the stable 

manifold, it coincides with Nss n II on the stable manifold of Rj. 

As we remarked, the foliation is transversal to the three-dimensional manifold 

M 11 which contains all the orbits that lie entirely in a small neighbourhood of the 
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homoclinic loop of the saddle-focus. In particular, MJ.L n II contains the point Rj 
and the orbit of the homoclinic tangency under consideration. By transversality, Rj 
is an isolated point of the intersection of w;s and MJ.L n II, so w;s cannot contain 
orbits that are asymptotic to Rj and lie in MJ.L n II. Consequently, the orbit of the 
homoclinic tangency under consideration does indeed not lie in w;s. 

The two-dimensional manifold MJ.Lnii is invariant and transversal to w;s and, as 
a consequence, it is tangent at Rj to the two-dimensional eigenspace corresponding 
to the multipliers (v1 , v2 ). Any invariant manifold tangent at the fixed point to the 
eigenplane corresponding to the unstable and to the leading stable multipliers can 
be regarded as the extended unstable manifold wr: any one of them contains the 
unstable manifold and any two of them are tangent to each other everywhere on the 
unstable manifold (see [21] for details). Since MJ.L n II is transversal to the foliation 
N 88 n II, we get that at any point of the non-transversal homoclinic orbit under 
consideration the extended unstable manifold is indeed transversal to the strongly 
stable foliation. Thus, the non-degeneracy conditions are satisfied and Theorem 2 
in (16] really is applicable in our case. 

To conclude the proof of the theorem it remains to prove Lemma 4. We represent 
the solid torus II as the strip IT = nn-2 x IR1 (where (x, z) serve as coordinates 
in nn-2 , and rp serves as a coordinate in IR1 ) in which the points ( x, z, rp) and 
(x, z, rp + 21rk) are identified for any integer k. We take the lifting of II onto IT and 
let :P be the image of the set T +(II+ U II0 ) U T _(II_ U II0 ) under this lifting. Since 
T +(II+~ II0 ) U T _(II_ U II0 ) is contractible to a point in II, :P lies in the bounded 
region II for all f.L, that is, for some integer 8 

:J> C { -7r8 < '{!- rp* < 7r8 }. 

For the attractor AJ.L of the system XJ.L the intersection AJ.L n II is contained in 
T +(II+ U II0 ) U T _(II_ U II0 ), so the lifting to IT of the intersection of the at tractor 
with the cross-section is contained in :P and hence lies entirely in the bounded region 
{-7r8 < rp- rp* < 7r8}. 

As shown above, the stable manifold of Ri contains the piece given by the rela
tions (34)-(36), where k is sufficiently large and is fixed, while k increases in propor
tion to j as j increases and as 1-t tends to zero. We can assume that (k-k) is divisible 
by 28 and that (.i- k- 8) is even, and we can slice the lifting of WJ into pieces corre
sponding to the values of (rp-rp*) in the intervals (7rk-7rj+27r8l, 7rk-7rj+27r8(l+1)), 
where l = 0, ... , (k- k)/(28-1). Since we identify points whose rp-coordinates differ 
by a multiple of 21r, we can shift the piece with index l by -2;.(81- (j- k- 8)/2). 
As a result we get a collection of surfaces W1 of the form 

X= Wt('f!, z, f.t), 

where the functions w 1 are defined for -7r8 < rp- rp* < 7r8 and 

( 
<p-ep* +11"(k+s )+21l"sl) Wt ~ exp - 11 

(see (34)). In particular, for the upper surface w0 we have that 
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and for the lower surface w1, where l = (k- k)/(2s- 1), we have that 

It is obvious that the restrictions (36) do not hinder (since p < 1) choosing k 

and k in such a way that the lifting of the point Ptf, whose x-coordinate is equal 
to J-l, lies below the surface w0 and above the surface w1. We remark that on both 

these surfaces the coordinate x is small. The point Ptf belongs to the attractor AIL 
(since this point is on the separatrix). Let V be the connected component of AIL niT 

containing Ptf, and let V be its lifting to IT. As noted, the set V lies entirely in 
the region { -ns < 'P - <p* < ns }. By Theorem 3, V contains one of the points 
P{, ... , PfJ or P1-, ... , PN-, where N is the number of connected components of 

the set AIL n II. Since M > N by assumption, the points Pt, i = 1, ... , N, lie at 
a finite distance from II0 for all small 1-"· If for 1-" = 0 the separatrix r _ does not 
form a loop, then the same is true also for the points pi-, i = 1, ... , N. Thus, in 
this case the component V together with the point Pi;[ contains a point lying at 
a finite distance from II0 , that is, the coordinate x of this point is bounded away 
from zero. The coordinate xis small on the surfaces w0 and w1, so the lifting of the 

given point to P lies outside the region bounded by the given surfaces (the region 
w1(<p,z,J-L) < x < w0 (tp,z,J-L)). At the same time, the lifting of Ptf lies interior to 

this region. Since V is connected, this set intersects at least one of the surfaces w0 

or w1. 
We recall that the given surfaces are pieces of the lifting of the manifold WJ 

to IT, that is, we have obtained that for all small!-" the attractor contains at least 
one point on the stable manifold of the orbit Lj. This implies that the at tractor 
contains Lj itself, its unstable manifold, and the closure of the latter. In particular, 
it contains the hyperbolic set AIL. 

If for 1-" = 0 the separatrix r _ also forms a loop, then in a completely analogous 
way the hyperbolic set A;: lies in a neighbourhood of this loop for all small 1-"· For 
the pieces of the stable and unstable manifolds of a single-circuit periodic orbit 
in A;: we have representations of the form (34) and (37) with a change of the sign 

of x from positive to negative. If N+ < N < M is the number in Theorem 3, then 
the point YJ:r+ belongs to a component V of AIL n II intersecting II0 . As we noted, 

Pi;+ lies at a finite distance from II0 . Since V contains both Pi;+ and some point 
on II0 , it follows just as above that V intersects the stable manifold of either one 
of the periodic points in At (if Pi;+ E II+) or one of the periodic points in A;: (if 

Pi;+ E IT_). Consequently, either At or A;: lies in the attractor. But since the 

unstable manifolds of the periodic orbits in A;: intersect II0 transversally (see (37)), 
while the stable manifolds of the periodic points in At get arbitrarily close to II0 

for sufficiently smallJ-L (see (34)-(36)), it follows that the unstable manifold of A;: 
intersects the stable manifold of At, that is, in either case At is in the attractor 
and this concludes the proof of the theorem. 

We have determined regions in the space of dynamical systems in which the 
attractor contains a wild set along with its unstable manifold. These regions contain 
densely systems for which one of the periodic orbits of the wild set has the orbit of 
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a homoclinic tangency of the stable and unstable manifolds. According to [4) any 
neighbourhood of such a system contains systems for which the stable and unstable 
manifolds of this periodic orbit have tangencies of arbitrarily high order. Since the 
homoclinic orbits belong to the unstable manifold and hence are in the attractor, 
we obtain the following result. 

Theorem 5. Systems whose attractors contain non-transversal homoclinic orbits 
of arbitrarily high orders of tangency are dense in the regions constructed. 

This theorem shows that the bifurcations of the attractor under consideration 
cannot be completely described in any finite-parameter family. Another reflection 
of this property is that arbitrarily degenerate periodic orbits can be in the at tractor. 

Theorem 6. Systems whose attractors contain non-hyperbolic periodic orbits with 
one multiplier equal to 1 and an arbitrarily large number of Lyapunov coefficients 
equal to 0 are dense in the regions constructed. 

This theorem is also a corollary to the denseness in the regions constructed of 
systems with homoclinic tangencies: according to [4) any neighbourhood of a system 
with a homoclinic tangency contains systems with arbitrarily degenerate periodic 
orbits. The next lemma refines a result in [4) (in order not to make the exposition 
too cumbersome, we do not reproduce the proof here). 

Lemma 7. Suppose that some system has a saddle periodic orbit L with multi
pliers v1, v2, ... , Vn, and assume that lv1l > 1 and 1 > lv2l > lvml form= 3, ... , n 
(this means, in particular, that v1 and v2 are real). Also, let 

Suppose that the unstable and stable manifolds of L have a tangency of order k 
along some orbit. Then for any k-parameter family in general position containing 
the given system there are parameter values corresponding to the existence of a 
non-hyperbolic periodic orbit with one multiplier equal to 1, one multiplier greater 
than 1 in absolute value, and the remaining multipliers interior to the unit disc, 
and for the restriction of the Poincare map to the centre manifold (corresponding 
to the multiplier 1) the first (k- 1) Lyap~nov coefficients are equal to 0. Further, 
the stable manifold of the given periodic orbit has orbits of transversal intersection 
with the unstable manifold of L. 

To apply this lemma to the proof of Theorem 6 we observe that saddle periodic 
orbits with non-transversal homoclinic orbits of arbitrary orders of tangency are 
in the attractor according to Theorem 5 (for a dense set of systems in the regions 
under consideration). As is clear from (33), the given saddle periodic orbits (the 
orbits Lj) satisfy the conditions of Lemma 7. Consequently, the indicated regions 
contain densely systems for which the unstable manifold of a saddle periodic orbit 
in the attractor intersects the stable manifold of some non-hyperbolic periodic orbit 
of arbitrarily high previously specified order of degeneracy. Since this orbit belongs 
to the closure of the unstable manifold of an orbit in the attractor, it is itself in the 
attractor. 

Applying Lemma 7 to the one-parameter (k = 1) family XI-' in Theorem 4, we get 
that the values {l for which the attractor contains a non-hyperbolic periodic orbit of 
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saddle-saddle type are dense in the intervals ~i· For such an orbit one multiplier is 
greater than 1 in absolute value, one multiplier equals 1 and the corresponding first 
Lyapunov coefficient is non-zero, and the remaining multipliers lie interior to the 
unit disk. The unstable manifold of such an orbit is three-dimensional. Since each 
orbit is in the attractor together with its unstable manifold, we get the following 
result. 

Theorem 7. The values of p, for which the topological dimension of the attractor 
AIL equals three are dense in the intervals ~i· 
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